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Human kind had to accept several 
paradigm shifts in science history:

1871: Charles Darwin:

Men originate from apes!

1543 Nikolaus Kopernikus:

Earth is not the center of the world!

~ 2000: Some string theorists:
There exist a multiverse

and our universe 
is not special at all!
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Some contributions of Bert to theoretical physics:

Bert Schellekens made several profound contributions to 
theoretical physics.

First I like to recall a few string theory papers 
from the 80’s.



1986:   Superstrings from 26 dimensions:

Nuclear Physics B274 (1986) 315-348 
North-Holland, Amsterdam 

SUPERSTRINGS F R O M  26 D I M E N S I O N S  

F. ENGLERT 

Universitb Lihre de Bruxelles, Belgium 

H. N1COLAI* and A. SCHELLEKENS 

CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 

Received 5 March 1986 

Consistent closed superstrings are contained in the 26-dimensional bosonic closed string 
theory. We explain in detail how the states, operators and interaction vertices of superstrings 
emerge in this way. We also discuss possibilities for obtaining new string theories. 

I. Introduction 

The discovery of consistent ten-dimensional superstring theories [1-3] has fuelled 
hopes that a unified theory of gravity and matter  may now be within reach. The 
cancellation of all anomalies for the gauge groups SO(32) [2] and E 8 x E 8 [3,4] and 
the one-loop finiteness of the corresponding string theories [2, 3] make the heterotic 
string theories [3] an interesting candidate, especially in view of speculations that the 
E~ x E8 theory may actually be related to known physics. However, the question 
remains why there are at least five consistent theories where one would be enough. 
Freund was the first to suggest that the theories with gauge groups SO(32) or 
E x x E 8 might arise as "soli ton-type" solutions of the purely bosonic string theory 
in 26 dimensions, and that the latter should therefore be regarded as the fundamen-  
tal string theory [5]. In ref. [6], it was furthermore proposed that all superstring 
theories, including the two type-lI superstrings, are contained in the D = 26 theory. 
The conditions for such solutions to exist were investigated in [6], and, in particular, 
a mechanism for the emergence of space-time fermions and a tachyon-free solution 
out of a purely bosonic theory were described there. In this paper, we will give a 
detailed account of the construction performed in [6] and present some new results. 

Before presenting the derivation of our results, we shall explain in qualitative 
terms why space-time supersymmetry is expected to hide in the simpler bosonic 
theory. To generate space-time fermions from the bosonic string, one must meet at 

* Address after April 1, 1986: Institut ffir Theoretische Physik, Universit~it Karlsruhe, Postfach 6380, 
D-75 Karlsruhe 1, FR Germany. 
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1987 & 1988:    The elliptic genus:

Nuclear Physics B287 (1987) 317-361 
North-Holland, Amsterdam 

ANOMALIES, CHARACTERS AND STRINGS 

A.N. SCHELLEKENS 

CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 

N.P. WARNER 

Mathematics Department, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass., USA 

Received 27 October 1986 

One-loop modular invariant heterotic and type II closed string theories are proved to be 
anomaly free, apart from terms proportional to Tr F 2 -  Tr R 2. It is shown why this conclusion 
holds with remarkable generality for any conceivable fermionic string theory, regardless even of 
conformal invariance. A detailed discussion is given of the modular properties of character valued 
partition functions, upon which the proof is based. The fact that Tr F 2 - Tr R 2 terms remain in 
the fermionic contribution to the anomaly is shown to be a consequence of Quillen's holomorphic 
anomaly. 

1. Introduction 

It now seems clear that there is an intimate relationship between global anomalies 
on the string world sheet and local gauge and gravitational anomalies in the 
effective field theory of the string [1-3]. In this paper we will show that one-loop 
modular invariance of any "heterotic" or "type liB" string in any (even) number of 
dimensions implies that the corresponding massless field theory has an anomaly that 
can be cancelled by the Green-Schwarz mechanism [4]. We find that in any 
dimension there are an infinite number of possible anomaly cancellable field 
theories. Moreover, the anomaly cancellation can be accomplished using the sim- 
plest possible Green-Schwarz mechanism, involving only a single, two-index anti- 
symmetric tensor, B~. In other words, the anomaly from the fermion fields has a 
factor of [Tr(F 2) -Tr(R2)]. It will also be shown that the fact that the anomaly 
from the fermion fields does not vanish entirely but factorizes in this manner, is due 
to the non-holomorphic factorization anomaly of Quillen [5]. 

In order to obtain the anomaly of the field-theory limit of a general heterotic 
string we will need to add together the contributions of fields in very different 
representations of the gauge and Lorentz groups. The first step in simplifying this 
problem is not to consider the complete Lorentz anomaly, but to consider the 

0550-3213/87/$03.50© Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division) 



Nuclear Physics B299 (1988) 91-116 
North-Holland, Amsterdam 

A N O M A L Y  C A N C E L L I N G  T E R M S  F R O M  T H E  E L L I P T I C  G E N U S  

w. LERCHE, B.E.W. NILSSON 1, A.N. SCHELLEKENS and N.P. WARNER 2 

CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 

Received 16 July 1987 

We calculate the heterotic string one-loop diagram in 2n + 2 dimensions with one external 
B~,~ and n external gravitons and/or gauge bosons. The result is a modular integral over the 
weight zero terms of the character valued partition function (or elliptic genus) of the theory, and 
can be directly expressed in terms of the factor which multiplies TrF 2 - TrR 2 in the field theory 
anomaly. The integrands have a non-trivial dependence on the modular parameter r, reflecting 
contributions not only from the physical massless states but also from an infinity of "unphysical" 
modes. Some of them are identical to integrands which have been discussed recently in relation 
with Atldn-Lehner symmetry and the cosmological constant. As a corollary we find a method to 
compute these integrals without using Atkin-Lehner transformations. 

1. Introduction 

In  a recent  paper  [1] we have calculated the B T r F  n terms in the effective field 
theory of 2n  + 2 dimensional  heterotic strings*. Such terms were expected to be 
present  since they are needed to cancel part  of the local gauge and gravitat ional  
anomalies ,  and  indeed they turned out to appear with precisely the coefficient 
predic ted in  ref. [3]. 

In  add i t ion  to the B T r F  ~ terms several other terms involving powers of lower 
traces of the gauge field two-form F and  the curvature two-form R are expected to 
exist**. Al though  our previous calculation gives us no reason to doubt  their 
existence there are several reasons for extending our previous calculations to include 
these terms. 

Firs t  of all, the result of ref. [1] gives little insight in to  how the anomaly  cancelling 
terms are related to the 2n-form X2~ which multiplies T r F  2 -  T r R  2 in the 
anomaly .  The structure of this factor can be derived from the character valued 

i Present address: Institute of Theoretical Physics, CTH, S-41296 Gtteborg, Sweden. 
2 On leave of absence from: Department of Mathematics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 

Cambridge MA 02139, USA. Work supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant 
#84-07109. 

* For related one-loop calculations in four dimensions see also ref. [2]. 
** These terms have been considered in a recent paper [7]. None of the modular space integrals was 

however calculated, and so the result is inconclusive even with regard to the existence of these terms. 
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Nuclear Physics B327 (1989) 673-703 
North-Holland, Amsterdam 

EXTENDED CHIRAL ALGEBRAS AND MODULAR INVARIANT 
PARTITION FUNCTIONS 

A.N. SCHELLEKENS and S. YANKIELOWICZ* '  ** 

CERN, CH-121I Geneva 23, Switzerland 

Received 12 April 1989 

We show how the fusion rules can be used to associate with every, rational conformal field 
theory a discrete group, the center. The center is generated by primary fields having unique fusion 
rules with any other field. The existence of a non-trivial center implies the existence of non-diago- 
nal modular invariants, which are related to extended integer or fractional spin algebras. Applied 
to Kac-Moody algebras this method yields all known as well as many new infinite series of 
modular invariants. Some results on exceptional invariants are also presented, including an 
example of an exceptional integer spin invariant that does not correspond to a conformal 
embedding. 

1. Introduction 

The study of two-dimensional conformal field theories is central to the investiga- 
tion of both two-dimensional critical phenomena and string theories. A lot of efforts 
have been made in order to classify all (rational) conformal field theories. It was 
suggested that one way to understand conformal field theories is in terms of 
extended chiral algebras [1], which include the Virasoro algebra as a sub-algebra. A 
conformal field theory with c > 1 which has an infinite number of primary fields 
with respect to the Virasoro algebra may turn out to have only a finite number of 
primary fields with respect to the bigger extended algebra. Moreover, one can 
understand the appearance of some non-diagonal modular invariant theories as 
arising from a theory which is diagonal with respect to the extended chiral algebra 
generated by certain currents with integer conformal spin. 

Starting with the important work of Verlinde [2], the central role of the fusion 
rules of the conformal field theory became clear [2-6]. A great deal of the structure 
of the underlying conformal theory is encoded in the commutative and associative 
Verlinde algebra which these fusion rules define. There exists a deep relationship 
between the fusion algebra and the modular properties of the theory. The modular 

* Work supported in part by the US-Israel  Binational Science Foundation, and the Israel Academy of 
Science. 

** Permanent address: School of Physics, Raymond and Beverly Sackler Faculty of Exact Sciences, 
Tel-Aviv University, Israel. 

0550-3213/89/$03.50~r Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 
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1989:   Extended chiral algebras:



Emperor’s last clothes - Anthropic principle:

In a speech from the year 1998,  Bert Schellekens 
proposed that there might exist an Anthropic 
Landscape of String Theory.

This speech then appeared as a paper „The Landscape 
avant la lettre“ in the the year 2006.
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The Landscape “avant la lettre”

A.N. Schellekens 1

NIKHEF Theory Group
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1098 SJ Amsterdam
The Netherlands

and

IMAPP, Radboud University, Nijmegen

Abstract

This is a translation of an inaugural speech given originally in Dutch in 1998. The topic
of that speech, intended for a general audience, was what is now called “The Anthropic
Landscape of String Theory”.
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1 Introduction

In 2003 L. Susskind published his paper entitled “The Anthropic Landscape of String
Theory” [1], which I read with great pleasure. The reason was that, many years before,
I had come to the conclusion that everything we knew about String Theory was pointing
towards an “anthropic landscape” of vacua. I had advocated this idea consistently during
many years, on the basis of far less evidence than we have today. It seemed obvious
to me, but the response I got was frustrating. Therefore I was delighted that finally
someone was stating this point of view loud and clear. As Susskind correctly points out,
the idea that the standard model might not be the unique outcome of String Theory
seemed unacceptable to most people. In seminars he gave on the subject that statement
was phrased more strongly, and became something like “Until recently all string theorists
believed that the laws of our universe will follow uniquely from some selection principle
in string theory”. I am quoting from memory, but I am certain about the “all”. Although
I basically agree with that statement, the word “all” is an exaggeration.

Of course I understand that the expression “all string theorist” was used for theatrical
purposes, and that the author must have known that at least a few string theorists have
thought and talked about a possible non-uniqueness of the outcome, and about a possible
rôle of the anthropic principle in relation to the string vacuum problem. For example,
there is a footnote in a review article by F. Quevedo [3] from 1996, which discusses the
anthropic outcome at least as an option that should be considered seriously. However it
does seem to be true that remarkably few people have ever put their thoughts on this
subject in print2. That is a pity, because there are many subtle distinctions between
various possible points of view, and it would have been interesting to know what other
people were really thinking at a particular moment.

The purpose of this paper is to publish a text which may well be one of the earliest
ones advocating the “Anthropic Landscape”, as it is now called, unequivocally. It is the
translation of a speech I gave in 1998 [2], in Dutch, on the occasion of my inauguration at
the University of Nijmegen. The Anthropic Landscape is not just described in this speech,
it is the main topic. I tried to argue that an Anthropic Landscape of ground states of
a consistent fundamental theory is not just the most likely but also the most desirable
outcome of the age-old quest towards understanding our universe. In this respect, my
arguments went quite a bit further than any other texts from that period that I am aware
of.

I am not posting this text to claim any part of the fantastic discoveries made during
recent years (for example [4], [5]; see [6] for a review and a complete list of citations).
Indeed, the text says nothing about flux compactifications or the cosmological constant.
I am posting it for a number of other reasons. I want to provide concrete evidence that
rather precisely formulated ideas of this kind existed, and in written form, well before
2003. I also want to demonstrate that it was possible to arrive at this point of view
even before the recent discoveries were made. Furthermore I have been fascinated by the

2I do not even know any other early examples than the footnote in [3]. However, such statements are
hard to search for. I would be very much interested in learning about similar ones.
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Some quotations from the translated 1998 speech:

"Our planet is not the center of the solar system, our sun is just one of 
many stars and not even a very special one, and the same is true for our 
galaxy. It seems natural to assume that also our universe, including the 
quarks, leptons and interactions we observe is just one out of many 
possibilities.“

„At this moment it is not clear what will be left of this enormous number of 
ground states once we understand String Theory properly. At first sight it 
may seem attractive that only one should survive, but if you think about it 
for a moment it becomes clear that this would really be an undesirable end 
to the story.“



Our entire existence depends on a series of subtle processes that 
occurred during the evolution of the universe. These processes have finally 
led to a planet where, for example, the crucial element Carbon occurs 
with sufficient abundance. Various steps in this process depend critically on 
the parameters of the Standard Model, such as the masses of particles and 
the strength of interactions. It seems often easy to demonstrate that even 
small changes of certain parameters would obstruct the entire process.

As far as I am concerned the anthropic principle only makes 
sense if our universe it not the only possible one. Furthermore 
it only makes sense within a completely consistent theory.



In the paper of 2006, Bert was also remarking:

My own thoughts in this direction started around 1987. The year before I had 
pub- lished a paper with Wolfgang Lerche and Dieter Lu ̈st [7]. Like other 
authors at the time, we found large numbers of four-dimensional chiral string 
theories, but much more than others we made a point of strongly 
emphasizing the non-uniqueness of the result. In the following year we 
began to understand that this was perhaps a bit premature. There were 
moduli to be fixed, and supersymmetry had to broken, and of course that 
could drastically change the conclusion. But it seemed to me that it was 
wishful thinking to assume that all these problems would be solvable for just 
one ground state, the one corresponding to the standard model. 



Nuclear Physics B287 (1987) 477-507 
North-Holland, Amsterdam 

C H I R A L  F O U R - D I M E N S I O N A L  H E T E R O T I C  S T R I N G S  
FROM S E L F - D U A L  L A T T I C E S  

W. LERCHE 

CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 

D. LOST 

Max-Planck-Institut f~r Physik und Astrophysik, F6hringer Ring 6, 8000 Miinchen 40, FRG 

A.N. SCHELLEKENS 

CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 

Received 24 November 1986 

It is shown how our previous work on lattice constructions of ten-dimensional heterotic 
strings can be applied to four dimensions. The construction is based on an extension of Narain's 
lattices by including the bosonized world-sheet fermions and ghosts, and uses conformal field 
theory as its starting point. A natural embedding of all these theories in the bosonic string is 
automatically provided. Large numbers of chiral string theories with and without N = 1 supersym- 
metry can be constructed. Many features of their spectra have a simple interpretation in terms of 
properties of even self-dual lattices. In particular we find an intriguing relation between extended 
supersymmetry and exceptional groups. 

I. Introduction 

In  the early days of string theory it was considered a major  embarrassment  when 
it turned out  that string theories could only be formulated consistently in 26 or 10 
dimensions.  The revival of interest in the subject was for a small, but  not  unim- 
por tan t  par t  due to a change in attitude towards extra dimensions, namely the 
acceptance of  the idea that they can be compactified. This idea dates back to the 
first half  of  this century, but  received serious attention only during the last ten 
years, after the end of  the first string era. When strings were reconsidered one 
initially a t tempted to compactify their field theory limits, with the help of the 
technology developed during the past decade. More recently the at tention has slowly 
shifted towards  more "s t r ingy" compactifications. 

Actual ly  the concept  of a critical dimension for string theory is a misconception. 
This is clear once one realizes what  this concept  is based upon. All string theories 
which might  be relevant for four-dimensional physics (and this certainly includes 

0550-3213/87/$03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division) 



In this paper we do not claim that there is a real 
landscape of string vacua, but we note that the 
number of possible string solutions is very huge:

„It seems that not much is left of the once celebrated 
uniqueness of string theory.“

Huge but finite number of four-dimensional strings:

So we concluded:
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-  Bousso, Polchinski (2000):  

-  Susskind (2003):

-   Kachru, Kallosh, Linde, Trivedi - KKLT (2003):

-  Douglas (2003): 

During the early 2000’s the string landscape & the 
multiverse became popular:

Quantization of four form fluxes and dynamical 
neutralisation of the cosmological constant  

The Anthropic landscape of string theory

De Sitter vacua in string theory

The Statistics of string / M-theory vacua

flux vacua
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<latexit sha1_base64="pfwiLF7BH5RrydRWP9MrqZXHboE=">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</latexit>
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-  Linde (1983, 1986): 

There is already earlier work about cosmology, 
inflation and the multiverse:

Chaotic inflation

Eternally Existing Selfreproducing 
Chaotic Inflationary Universe 

-  Vilenkin (1983, 1984): 

The Birth of Inflationary Universes

Quantum Creation of Universe



Anthropic principle:
Our universe is not special!

Observed parameters take their observed values for the 
simple reason that they allow for intelligent life.

 ●  Distance earth-sun

  ●  Fine structure and strong coupling constants:   
      nucleo-synthesis

●   Ehrenfest:  number of spatial dimensions



Multiverse picture:

➱  Eternal, self-producing universe:

Transition amplitudes between different universes



Many possibilities for different particle physics models!
Many possibilities for different cosmological models!

String theory:  
Unique in 10 dimensions, but many solutions (vacua)

in lower (e.g. four ) dimensions.

Energy landscape of string vacua:

dS-vacuum Minkowski 
vacuum

AdS-
vacuum

Transitions
V (!)

!

V (�) : vacuum energy
(cosmological constant)

Different string vacua correspond to different 
lower-dimensional „universes“



Another nice paper by Bert from the year 2008
with more remarks on the landscape and the anthropic 

principle: 
NIKHEF/2008-011
July 2008
hep-th/yymmnnn

The Emperor’s Last Clothes?

Overlooking the String Theory Landscape1

A.N. Schellekens

NIKHEF Theory Group, Kruislaan 409,
1098 SJ Amsterdam, The Netherlands

IMAPP, Radboud Universiteit, Nijmegen

Instituto de F́ısica Fundamental, CSIC, Madrid

Abstract

We are in the middle of a remarkable paradigm shift in particle physics, a shift of opinion
that occurred so slowly that some even try to deny that they changed their minds at all.
It concerns a very basic question: can we expect to derive the laws of particle physics
from a fundamental theory? The Standard Model of particle physics as well as the 1984
string theory revolution provided ample food for thought about this. The reason this was
ignored for so long can be traced back to an old fallacy: a misguided idea about our own
importance.

1
Based on colloquia in DESY, Hamburg, and at the University of Utrecht. This is the extended version

of an invited contribution to “Reports on Progress in Physics” [1].
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„The inspiration for the title of this paper is the well-
known fairy tale about the emperor and his new clothes, 
advertised to be invisible only to stupid and incompetent 
people. Since nobody wanted to belong to that category, 
all claimed to be able to see the clothes, until a small 
child said “but he is not wearing anything”. Then suddenly 
everyone claimed to have noticed this already.“

Hans Christian Andersen: Emperor’s New Clothes:



Debate:
Steven Weinberg (particle physicist):

• ``Now we may be at a new turning point, a radical change in what we 
accept as a legitimate foundation for a physical theory.  The current 
excitement is is of course a consequence of the discovery of a vast 

number of solutions of string theory.’’ 

Lord Rees (cosmologist):

``The universe in which we‘ve emerged belongs to the unusual subset that 
permits complexity and consciousness to develop. Once we accept this, 
 various apparently special features of our universe -- those that some 
 theologians once adduced as evidence for Providence or design -- 
occasion no surprise.’’



``If we really live in a multiverse, Physics will have been  
reduced to an environmental science like Botany.’’

Murray Gell-Mann (particle physicist):

``The landscape idea? I hate it ”

“Never, never, never, never give up!” 

David Gross (string theorist):



Criticism - philosophy debate :

Does string theory make any predictions?

Is string theory falsifiable?

Karl Popper:   A theory must be    
         falsifiable.

Almost anything goes ➤

How to make any prediction in string theory, i.e. how 
to determine the correct string vacuum state?



How to deal with the string landscape?

● Do not look randomly - look for green (promising) spots    
    in the landscape   ➠  model building, bottom up approach.

Two strategies to find something interesting:

There exist many explicit (semi)realistic string models: 
SM like features with SUSY broken at low energies

string inflation, cosmological constant, ... 



● Explore all mathematically consistent possibilities.
                  ➪  Top down approach:

String statistics:
Investigation of the statistical properties of (4D) string vacua

and their observables (gauge group, no. of families, ...).
(Blumenhagen, Gmeiner, Honecker, Weigand, D.L. (2004-2007))

Statistics of type II intersecting D-brane compactifications:

Millions of standard models!

Gmeiner, Honecker, 
arXiv:0806.3039:
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NIKHEF/2004-015
KUL-TF-04/35
hep-th/0411129

Supersymmetric Standard Model Spectra from

RCFT orientifolds

T.P.T. Dijkstra1 , L. R. Huiszoon2 and A.N. Schellekens3

NIKHEF Theory Group
Kruislaan 409

1098 SJ Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Abstract

We present supersymmetric, tadpole-free d = 4, N = 1 orientifold vacua with
a three family chiral fermion spectrum that is identical to that of the Standard
Model. Starting with all simple current orientifolds of all Gepner models we per-
form a systematic search for such spectra. We consider several variations of the
standard four-stack intersecting brane realization of the standard model, with all
quarks and leptons realized as bifundamentals and perturbatively exact baryon and
lepton number symmetries, and with a U(1)Y vector boson that does not acquire
a mass from Green-Schwarz terms. The number of supersymmetric Higgs pairs
H1 + H2 is left free. In order to cancel all tadpoles, we allow a “hidden” gauge
group, which must be chirally decoupled from the standard model. We also allow
for non-chiral mirror-pairs of quarks and leptons, non-chiral exotics and (possibly
chiral) hidden, standard model singlet matter, as well as a massless B-L vector
boson. All of these less desirable features are absent in some cases, although not si-
multaneously. In particular, we found cases with massless Chan-Paton gauge bosons
generating nothing more than SU(3) ! SU(2) ! U(1). We obtain almost 180000
rationally distinct solutions (not counting hidden sector degrees of freedom), and
present distributions of various quantities. We analyse the tree level gauge cou-
plings, and find a large range of values, remarkably centered around the unification
point.

1email:tdykstra@nikhef.nl
2email:lennaert janita@hotmail.com
3email:t58@nikhef.nl

1
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Preprint typeset in JHEP style. - HYPER VERSION hep-th/0605226

CPHT-RR015.0306

NIKHEF/2006-003

Orientifolds, hypercharge embeddings and

the Standard Model

P. Anastasopoulos1, T. Dijkstra2, E. Kiritsis3,4, B. Schellekens2,5

1Department of Physics, University of Athens,

Panepistimiopolis, Zografou 157 84 Athens, Greece

2NIKHEF, Kruislaan 409, 1009DB Amsterdam, The Netherlands

3CPHT, Ecole Polytechnique, 91128, Palaiseau, France

( UMR du CNRS 7644).

4Department of Physics, University of Crete

71003 Heraklion, Greece

5IMAPP, Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen, The Netherlands

http://www.cpht.polytechnique.fr/cpth/kiritsis/

Abstract: The embedding of the SM hypercharge into an orientifold gauge group

is studied. Possible embeddings are classified, and a systematic construction of bot-
tom-up configurations and top-down orientifold vacua is achieved, solving the tadpole

conditions in the context of Gepner orientifolds. Some hypercharge embeddings are
strongly preferred compared to others. Configurations with chiral antisymmetric

tensors are suppressed. We find among others, genuine examples of supersymmetric
SU(5), flipped SU(5), Pati-Salam and trinification vacua with no chiral exotics.



Testable signatures of string theory:

(i) Measurement of heavy string excitations.

This is possible if the fundamental string scale is low, 
i.e. if Mstring/MPlanck << 1

● Perturbative quantum gravity states: 
string Regge excitations.

(String Hunters’ Companion: Concrete calculations of cross sections: Model 
independent results, i.e. true for a large class of string compactifiactions

S. Stieberger, T. Taylor, D. L.: 2008/2009)

<latexit sha1_base64="/eAra3BQ2jkJxHeHf5LnBcJoToc=">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</latexit>

LHC : Mstring � O(7TeV )



● Kaluza-Klein states from compact internal geometry

(ii) Stringy large extra dimensions:

Deviation from Newtonian gravity

<latexit sha1_base64="PGjo+ozKnT3WiXLb5U5qbX8VP1k=">AAADAXichVFNTxsxEB2Wlq+2EODYi9UIiUpotVloAjcEbdULgqIGkFgUeY1JV/F+4HWQIMqJv8Ef6K3qtTeu9A/Q39IDz+6mUg8Ir7wzfvPmecYTFyopTRDcj3njz55PTE5Nz7x4+Wp2rja/cFDmfS1kW+Qq10cxL6VKMtk2iVHyqNCSp7GSh3Fv28YPL6Qukzz7Yi4LeZLybpacJYIbQJ1ak+13BpFOmcjTggvjD6OVSMlzFq0MIsEV2x0usyjtuzNoqTRSD992avXA31hvhu9CFvhB0ApXm9YJW2vhKmsAsatO1drLa78polPKSVCfUpKUkYGviFOJ75gaFFAB7IQGwDS8xMUlDWkGuX2wJBgcaA//Lk7HFZrhbDVLly1wi8LWyGS0hP3RKcZg21sl/BL2D/aVw7qP3jBwyrbCS9gYitNOcQe4oa9gPJWZVsxRLU9n2q4MndG66yZBfYVDbJ/in857RDSwnosw+uCYXWjE7nyBF8hg26jAvvJIgbmOT2G5s9KpZJUih56Gta+PejDm0SzZ485B6DeafuPzWn1zqxr4FL2mN7SMqbZokz7RHuoQdEO3dEe/vGvvm/fd+/GX6o1VOYv03/J+PgDyJ6Pf</latexit>

Rcompact.  O(µmeter)

<latexit sha1_base64="shuKp+FiRWvIM3TVXJVWit4N2qs=">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</latexit>)

(iii) „Exotic“ light string states:

● E.g.  Light Z’ gauge bosons

(Arkani-Hamed, Antioniadis, Dimopoulos, Dvali, 1998)



Restrictions on the landscape:  the cosmological constant 

Observed Dark energy -  simplest explanation:

Cosmological constant
<latexit sha1_base64="UGqJNOT1PkpzFm/LZMj0PoU5H3Y=">AAAC9HichVHLbhNBEKxseCTh5ZAjlxEWEhywdjfBDrcoPMSBSEbCSaQ4sWbXEzPyvjK7tpRY/gZ+gBviyo0rfAd8CwdqhjUShyizmu2e6uqa7umoSHRZ+f7PJW/52vUbN1dW127dvnP3XmP9/n6ZT0ysenGe5OYwkqVKdKZ6la4SdVgYJdMoUQfR+IWNH0yVKXWeva/OC3WcylGmT3UsK0KDxhPRf0v2UPZLnaozEfgns6dBGM7F3mDWN6noJjKLx/OTcNBo+q3n2+3wWSj8lu93ws22dcLOVrgpAiJ2NVGvbt74hT6GyBFjghQKGSr6CSRKfkcI4KMgdowZMUNPu7jCHGvMnZClyJBEx/yPeDqq0Yxnq1m67Ji3JNyGmQKPuF87xYhse6uiX9L+5r5w2OjSG2ZO2VZ4ThtRcdUp7hGv8IGMqzLTmrmo5epM21WFU2y7bjTrKxxi+4z/6bxkxBAbu4jAK8ccUSNy5ylfIKPtsQL7ygsF4Toe0kpnlVPJakVJPUNrX5/1cMyLWYrLnf2wFbRbwbut5s5uPfAVPMBDPOZUO9jBG3RZR4yP+Ibv+OFNvU/eZ+/LX6q3VOds4L/lff0DWzSedQ==</latexit>

⇤ ' 10�122M2
Planck

Still big puzzle in physics !

⇒  Need at least             de Sitter string vacua with a 

positive cosmological string constant!

10
120

The smallness of      can be nicely explained by the 
anthropic principle. (Weinberg, 1987)

<latexit sha1_base64="rLzU66DFO1zMl5NDxNFXulFek3I=">AAAC0XichVFLT8JAEB7qC/CFevTSSEw8kVIR8EZ8xYMmGOWRADHbsmBDX2kLCRIT49WbV/1j+ls8+O1aTDwQttnO7DfffDuzY/i2FUaa9plQFhaXlleSqfTq2vrGZmZrux56w8DkNdOzvaBpsJDblstrkRXZvOkHnDmGzRvG4FTEGyMehJbn3kVjn3cc1netnmWyCFBTbV+B22X3mayWOy4X9SNd1XKaVtIPi8LRSwX9UM0DEStL8ap6mS9qU5c8MmlIDnFyKYJvE6MQX4vypJEPrEMTYAE8S8Y5PVEauUOwOBgM6AD/Pk6tGHVxFpqhzDZxi40dIFOlfewLqWiALW7l8EPYb+xHifVn3jCRyqLCMawBxZRUvAYe0QMY8zKdmDmtZX6m6CqiHpVlNxbq8yUi+jT/dM4QCYANZESlc8nsQ8OQ5xFewIWtoQLxylMFVXbchWXScqnixooMegGseH3UgzFPZ6nOdup6Ll/M5W8K2cpJPPAk7dIeHWCqJarQJVVRh5jmG73Th3KrjJVn5eWXqiTinB36t5TXHzDekd4=</latexit>

⇤

Is there a natural explanation for the smallness of the 
cosmological constant ?



The KKLT scenario:
Type IIB Calabi-Yau compactifications with fluxes and branes

Two step procedure:

 -  Add fluxes (and other non-perturbative effects) 

Moduli get massive, i.e. stabilised

Lots of deformations of compactifications that 
correspond to massless scalar fields.

<latexit sha1_base64="XS5SWWVYX8WkGO1j8E7vgb+j268=">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</latexit>•

<latexit sha1_base64="q/OiGEqNdaWCVTxCYo3Qs5yU7SY=">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</latexit>

⇤AdS < 0       string vacua with 
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<latexit sha1_base64="h3aPjTbOepsz8ZtBqz0BBRvpaRw=">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</latexit>

AdS4

Problem of moduli stabilization.

 -  Tune               to be very small
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|⇤AdS |



Need „uplift“ to          vacua with small positive 
cosmological constant.

<latexit sha1_base64="XS5SWWVYX8WkGO1j8E7vgb+j268=">AAAC0HichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkXwVBIR9Vh84UWoYh/QFknSbQ3dPEg2xVpEvHrzqr9Mf4sHv11TQYt0w2Zmv/nm25kdO+RuLAzjPaPNzM7NL2Rz+cWl5ZXVwtp6LQ6SyGFVJ+BB1LCtmHHXZ1XhCs4aYcQsz+asbvePZbw+YFHsBv61GIas7Vk93+26jiUA1Vt2wjkTN4WiUTLU0icdM3WKlK5KUPigFnUoIIcS8oiRTw I+J4tifE0yyaAQWJtGwCJ4roozeqA8chOwGBgW0D7+PZyaKerjLDVjle3gFo4dIVOnbewzpWiDLW9l8GPYT+x7hfX+vWGklGWFQ1gbijmleAFc0C0Y0zK9lDmuZXqm7EpQlw5VNy7qCxUi+3R+dE4QiYD1VUSnU8XsQcNW5wFewIetogL5ymMFXXXcgbWUZUrFTxUt6EWw8vVRD8Zs/h3qpFPbLZn7JfNyr1g+SgeepU3aoh1M9YDKdE4V1CE7fKFXetOutDvtUXv6pmqZNGeDfi3t+QvJhpG3</latexit>• <latexit sha1_base64="eB1AKZZC1Yiq2czRZozTcQqv8+Y=">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</latexit>

dS4

 -  Add anti-brane that contributes a positive vacuum energy 

Compactification needs exponentially large red-shift

Calabi-Yau spaces with a large throat



Schematic picture:

Naked CY

<latexit sha1_base64="sOX4AMywfZarqXZEEYr14FiDIco=">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</latexit>

⇤ = 0

CY dressed with 
KKLT clothes

<latexit sha1_base64="RsZz+ay9B8dBhorM2BmBL3jM57s=">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</latexit>

⇤ > 0

redshift

antibrane

fluxes

redshift

many moduli

Does this lead to              de Sitter string vacua with positive 
(small) cosmological constant ?

<latexit sha1_base64="k7OeJdqUgbYtPQnMllPkt2dEDzU=">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</latexit>
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Apparently the (AdS4) flux landscape is much smaller 
than originally believed !!

In addition there are two questions already for step-one:

(i)   Tadpole conjecture

Flux number 

But 

For Calabi-Yau spaces with a large number of moduli, 
not all moduli can be stabilised.

<latexit sha1_base64="pgNnT9tI6brzzj8ed83ORYnBpc0=">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</latexit>

Qflux  �

24
' 1

4
Nmoduli

<latexit sha1_base64="c7B6v69bh7vBtIZ75qrGmGM2xIc=">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</latexit>

Qflux ' ↵Nmoduli with

[I. Bena, J. Blabäck, S. Lüst, M. Grana (2021)]

<latexit sha1_base64="SjZl3J/COch1HzvHuZsPxpuCQ3o=">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</latexit>

↵ ⇠ O(1)

There are some subtle stability questions concerning 
the anti-brane uplift. [I. Bena, M. Grana, N. Halmagyi  (2009);

I. Bena, E. Dudas, M. Grana, S. Lüst (2018)]



(ii)  Problem of scale separation for flux vacua 
       with small

<latexit sha1_base64="W+rrSCzPKJ2TPuF/tbXxYgh8PnQ=">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</latexit>

|⇤AdS |
Typically there will be a very large number of 
additional light (KK) states at the AdS mass scale.

There is no valid and controllable            effective field 
theory description.

<latexit sha1_base64="h3aPjTbOepsz8ZtBqz0BBRvpaRw=">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</latexit>

AdS4

The KKLL scenario was thought to be a big supporter for the 
anthropic principle and the multiverse picture, 

but there are some unsolved issues.

Dual holographic picture of             vacua provides further 
support for the scale separation problem.

<latexit sha1_base64="h3aPjTbOepsz8ZtBqz0BBRvpaRw=">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</latexit>

AdS4

[T. Collins, D. Jafferis, C. Vafa, K. Xu, S. Yau (2022);
S. Lüst, C. Vafa, M. Wiesner, K. Xu (2022)]

[D. Tsimpis (2012); F. Gautason, M. Scholl, T.  Van Riet, M.  Williams (2015)]



Multiverse picture would somehow collapse, if there are 
no de Sitter vacua in string theory. !

It is conceivable  that the anthropic explanation of the 
cosmological constant does not work !

General no-theorems for de Sitter vacua:

- De Sitter conjecture for the potential:
<latexit sha1_base64="eYachkaCnltbQ1QaehAvLiRn5z8=">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</latexit>

V 0 � c V and c > 0

This forbids dS - vacua with 
<latexit sha1_base64="3aDWqeWULPHi1SKkJVlGJifVmW0=">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</latexit>

V 0 = 0 and V > 0

- General arguments that de Sitter is not possible in 
quantum gravity.

[Maldacena, Nunez (2000)]

[Obied, Ooguri, Spodyneiko, Vafa (2018)]

[Dvali, Gomez (2014)]
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Which IR consistent quantum field theories 
cannot be embedded into a UV complete 
quantum gravity theory?         

[C. Vafa  (2005)]

New clothes for the emperor - the swampland 

<latexit sha1_base64="XzvbQrMrKOOzNlvmNkF91Y4pDY4=">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</latexit>

Gglobal
<latexit sha1_base64="XzvbQrMrKOOzNlvmNkF91Y4pDY4=">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</latexit>

Gglobal
No global symmetries

conjecture
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Which IR consistent quantum field theories 
cannot be embedded into a UV complete 
quantum gravity theory?         

New clothes for the emperor - the swampland 

Weak gravity conjecture
<latexit sha1_base64="6pjYSDMC/JdymvL2HkCYBMhxVlY=">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</latexit>

q � m
No state with

Exist state with
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q � m
[Arkani-Hamed, Motl, Nicolis, Vafa (2006)]

[C. Vafa  (2005)]
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Which IR consistent quantum field theories 
cannot be embedded into a UV complete 
quantum gravity theory?         

New clothes for the emperor - the swampland 

Finiteness conjecture
Gauge group Gauge group
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SU(106)
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SU(3)

[C. Vafa  (2005)]
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General conjectures in quantum gravity about the boarder 
line between the landscape and the swampland.

- often motivated from general black hole properties

- often tested in string theory

- rigorous and also less rigorous

- less useful and useful in phenomenology

New restrictions on the landscape

Swampland conjectures:
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Swampland distance conjecture:

Mass

0

!"

Λ

At large distance      directions in the parameter space of 
string vacua there must be an infinite tower of 
states with mass scale m.

�

SDC:

EFT breaks down at                  .                

� ! 1

m = MP e
�� [H. Ooguri, C. Vafa (2006)]

⇤sw ⌘ m

⇤sw << MP when
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At large distances there can be only two kind of towers:

Emergent string conjecture
[S. Lee, W. Lerche, T.  Weigand (2019)]

(i) KK particles and winding strings:

mKK =
n

R

Related distance in the internal moduli space:

�R ' | logR| ! 1 for R ! 1, 0

(ii) Massive string excitations ms = gs
p
n

�s ' | log gs| ! 1 for gs ! 0,1
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[D.L. , E. Palti, C. Vafa (2019)]

There exist an infinite tower of states with mass 
scale m, which behaves as

        alone cannot exits alone as consistent background.AdSd

Consider           vacua in quantum gravity with 
varying negative cosmological constant       .  

AdSd
⇤cc

m ⇠ |⇤cc|↵ with ↵ � 1

2

The AdS distance conjecture

This is closely related to the scale separation problem.

ADC:

The conjecture is satisfied for many known backgrounds 
like AdS5 ⇥ S5 via the tower of KK modes.
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[N. Cribiori, M. Scalisi, D.L. ;  A. Castellano, A. Font. A. Harraez, L. Ibanez (2021)]

In the limit of small gravitino mass there exist an infinite 
tower of states with mass scale m, which behaves as:

m ⇠ (m3/2)
n with n > 0GMC:

Susy breaking scale is of order or higher than the 
Hubble scale H of inflation!

log

✓
E

MP

◆MPH

-17 1

EW ⇤sw

-120

⇤cc m3/2

Gravitino mass conjecture
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ELECTRIC CHARGE QUANTIZATION IN STRING THEORY 
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The conditions for electric charge quantization in four-dimensional heterotic string theories are investigated in a model-inde- 
pendent way. We find that fractional charges can be avoided only by using higher level Kar--Moody algebras, or by allowing rather 
implausible values for sin20w at the Planck scale. 

One of the intriguing features of the SU(3) 
×S U ( 2 )×U ( I )  representations appearing in the 
standard model is that there is a correlation between 
the allowed U ( 1 ) charges and the SU ( 3 ) and SU (2) 
representations. This correlation is precisely such that 
all color singlets have integer electric charges, in units 
of the electron charge. This fact may be a fundamen- 
tal property of nature or merely an accidental prop- 
erty of the low energy spectrum that we have been 
able to observe so far. Indeed, fractionally charged 
particles may exist, provided that they are suffi- 
ciently heavy, and sufficiently rare. However, as long 
as such particles have not been found, it seems rea- 
sonable not to give up the standard model charge 
quantization rule to easily. 

It has been observed in several papers that string 
theory has some difficulties with this charge quanti- 
zation rule. Wen and Witten [ 1 ] discussed the pres- 
ence of fractionally charged particles in Calabi-Yau 
compactifications, with an E6 gauge group broken by 
Wilson lines. More recently this issue was discussed 
in the context of (2, 2) compactifications by 
Athanasiu et al. [2], and these authors conclude that 
in such compactifications fractional charges are 
"rather generic". The purpose of this paper is to give 
an extremely simple argument that is valid for any 
heterotic string theory (at least those based on mod- 
ular invariant conformal field theory, i.e. all those that 
have been discussed so far in the literature), and that 
shows exactly at which price fractionally charged 
particles may still be avoided. 

The main ingredient of our argument is the fact that 

in modular invariant conformal field theories "any- 
thing that is not explicitly forbidden is allowed". We 
are referring here to a feature which is familiar from 
self-dual lattices, namely that such a lattice must con- 
tain any vector that has integer inner product with all 
the other vectors in the lattice. When translated into 
conformal field theory language, such a statement 
would read "any operator that has local operator 
products with all other operators in a modular invar- 
iant theory must itself be an operator in the thcory' .  
In general conformal field theories (as opposed to 
lattices) this statement tends to be either tautological 
or meaningless, since one cannot really make sense 
of the operator product unless an operator is already 
in the theory. One could try to avoid this problem by 
using only the fusion rules of the chiral algebras, as 
opposed to the complete operator product. To deter- 
minc whether an arbitrary operator is local with re- 
spect to some other operator one could investigate the 
locality of all products allowed by the fusion rules. 
But in general the fusion pales yield more than one 
field, and furthermore those fields usually have con- 
formal weights that do not differ by integers. Then 
the relative monodromy of two such operators is a 
priori undefined, and can only be trivial if some op- 
erator product coefficients vanish. But this informa- 
tion is unfortunately not contained in the fusion rules, 
and requires knowledge of the operator product. 

There is, however, one possibility left open, and 
that is to consider primary fields that have unique 
fusion rules with all other fields. Such fields do in- 
deed exist in most conformal field theories, and they 
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In the year 1989,  Bert also wrote an 
early „swampland“ paper:



It does not look like: there is still room for anthropic 
thinking, e.g. for the SM model parameters.

Conclusion - back to uniqueness ?

Anthropic string landscape:    almost anything goes 

Are the swampland constraints from string theory/ 
quantum gravity so strong that we end up with a 
unique ground state ?

Swampland program:   not anything goes anymore      
shrinking of landscape:

string vacua

In particular: 
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N < 120??



However there is an intense debate about 
the cosmological constant in string theory!

New clothes for the emperor !

If there are no de Sitter vacua in string theory, then 
the anthropic explanation of       and the multiverse 
picture is challenged.  
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⇤



Bert, besides being an early collaborator, 
and also Beatriz are very good friends.

At the end I like to show some pictures.



CERN Christmas Play 1990





Wedding of Beatriz and Bert in August 1991







China, 2006



Munich, 2016



Munich, 2016



Madrid, 2021: Prize Spanish Royal Society of Physics



Many thanks to you Bert for 
your important contributions 
to theoretical physics, for the 

collaboration and your 
friendship !!


